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Abstract
Research that incorporates GIS and remotely sensed imagery has become increasingly
popular and important for large-scale environmental applications, such as generating land use
and land cover maps. One of the critical aspects of land cover analyses is assigning a land use
and land cover classification scheme. This research evaluated two classification schemes, the
2002 Natural Heritage Classification and the 1976 James Anderson System in a land cover
analysis of the Canandaigua Lake Watershed using Landsat imagery. It was hypothesized that
the Landsat imagery could be used to identify unique ecological communities such as those
delineated by the Natural Heritage Classification. A composite image, created from an August
15, 2003 Landsat image using bands 1, 3 and 5, was used for the fine cluster analysis, which
produced 38 unique clusters. Using the Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council's land use and
land cover map as a truth image (26 single NHC classes and 14 mixed NHC classes), the
clustered Landsat image was used in an unsupervised classification analysis that resulted in
generalized land use and land cover maps using the Natural Heritage and James Anderson
Classification schemes (5 and 6 dominant land covers respectively). Because many clusters were
associated with several land cover classes, two to three training sites were identified for each
land use and land cover in the truth image and a supervised classification analysis was
performed. The revised maps produced eight land use and land covers in both the Natural
Heritage and James Anderson Classification Systems. In both approaches, dominant land
covers, such as residential, deciduous forest and cropland, were identified but spatially small
ecological communities were absorbed, such as wetlands, shale talus slope woodlands, and
shrublands. The analysis did, however, suggest that Landsat imagery could be used to help
identify ecological communities when prior knowledge of the area is available (e.g. Appalachian
n
Oak Hickory ridgelines), which may help focus ground-truthing efforts. The cluster image may
also suggest areas where delineations may need revisions due to the complex mixture of clusters
within delineated polygons. Suggestions for future research include incorporating elevation,
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Introduction
Land use and land cover analyses for scientific research projects have become a popular
methodology for a range of applications over the past 20 years. These applications include
modeling urban growth, determining land suitability for future development, monitoring land use
patterns and developing zoning policies concerning land use development (USGS 2003a).
Individuals as well as groups ranging from private businesses to federally regulated agencies,
have become interested in analyzing these changes for a variety of reasons. Land use and land
cover changes have occurred in the past, are currently ongoing, and are likely to continue
throughout all parts of the world. Thus, monitoring of these changes is an important step for
future planning.
Knowledge of land use and land cover is important for numerous development and
management activities concerned with the surface of the earth (Lwin and Shibasaki 1997). The
study of the land use patterns and the monitoring of changes are significant for economic
planning and development. The demand for large-scale land use and land cover (LULC)
information has increased recently, especially in rapidly growing metropolitan areas where it can
be used for economic and land use planning, environmental monitoring and nature conservation.
The United States Geological Survey (USGS), for example, is compiling a base series of digital
LULC maps for the country that can be used by themselves or with other data sets developed in
this program. Many federal, state, regional and local planning agencies require up-to-date LULC
information for various applications including open space preservation and urban expansion
(USGS 2003a). There is perhaps not a more obvious change than on the planet's surface, where
humans use the land and as a result shape the landscapes, alter ecosystems and influence the
biodiversity that they support (USGS 2003b).
The term "land
use"
refers to what humans use the surface of the earth for, such as
residential housing or agricultural crops. "Land
cover"
refers to what covers the earth's surface,
either natural or man-made, such as coniferous forest or impervious surfaces (Land Use and
Land Cover Study Group 2003). Today, there are many classification schemes used at the local,
regional, state and federal levels for their appropriate projects. However, there is not a nationally
or internationally accepted classification system for LULC analyses, but rather a variety of
different systems are in use (Land Use and Land Cover Study Group 2003, Latham 2003). This
makes it extremely difficult to compare LULC analyses by various groups at multiple scales
accurately and results in wasting valuable research time to compare the multiple systems used.
New applications emerge every year, each requiring more in-depth analyses. The level of
classification needed will be influenced by the scope of the project, the area being evaluated, the
data available to the user and a variety of other variables. More accurate and precise data (spatial
and temporal) and easily integrated classification units have become required by organizations to
fit specific project needs (Land Use and Land Cover Study Group 2003).
Many current systems used to identify land use and land cover are variants of the
hierarchical classification system developed by Anderson et al. in 1976 (Land Use and Land
Cover Study Group 2003). James Anderson and his colleagues were one of the first groups to
develop a land use and land cover classification system that was designed for global use. A
system as thorough and extensive as this one had not been seen up to this point in the United
States. The system has been used nationally from the federal level by the USGS to the local
level by universities and by many groups in between for a variety of projects. It is one of the
most widely used systems available to classify man-made and natural features from aerial
photography or satellite imagery.
Another classification scheme, the New York Natural Heritage Program (NHP), was
developed over a decade later by two organizations to highlight and conserve the state's
ecological communities. The initial draft, published in 1990, was the most extensive biological
community classification system that had been produced in New York State (Reschke 1990). It
quickly became a popular system for classifying land use and land cover throughout the state and
similar programs were developed at the same time in other northeastern states. In 2002, a
revised edition was produced which included 30 new community types and other amendments to
the original document (Edinger et al. 2002). This classification has multiple uses as it can be
used to distinguish ecological communities for environmental impact statements, monitoring of
environmental change over time, as well as creating LULC maps (Reschke 1990). In addition to
LULC analyses, the classification can be used for prioritizing land acquisitions by public
agencies and private conservation organizations alike.
The focus of this study will be to analyze how well the Natural Heritage Classification
(NHC) and the Anderson Classification systems classify an area based on Landsat imagery and a
modern (circa 2002) land cover map created by the Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council
(CLWC). A geographic information system (GIS) will be used to reclassify the Landsat imagery
into land uses and land covers based on the two classification systems and produce tables
expressing the accuracy of each system as compared to the truth image. Analyzing which
classification system is a more effective LULC methodology at a watershed scale will allow
groups and agencies to better analyze human land use change over time, monitor percentage of
forest, agricultural and urban lands, assist with preservation of open lands, prime and unique
soils and environmentally sensitive areas, among many other potential uses and applications.
Based on the ability of the NHC system to account for ecological communities and
Landsat'
s
ability to pick up spectral signatures from different land cover types, I
hypothesized that the
NHC system would be a more accurate approach in classifying the Landsat imagery due to the
specificity exhibited by this system and not the Anderson
Anderson Classification
The James Anderson System was one of the most extensive LULC classification schemes
produced in the United States during the 1970s. This system and variations of it are still used
today throughout America. It is important to note that this classification scheme was designed
and put into use during
"1976"
standards. Technological advances in remote sensing, computers,
GIS and the birth of the Global Positioning System (GPS) have greatly increased and impacted
the processes involving LULC characterizations since then. However, the Anderson
classification was well ahead of the times, as the basic concepts and structure of the system have
been, for the most part, left unchanged through the years. Anderson realized that one of the
prime prerequisites for better use of land is information on existing land use patterns and changes
in land use through time (Anderson et al. 2003). He also took into account that the land use and
land cover classification system must be compatible with different satellite sensors as they
provide data at a range of resolutions dependent upon altitude and scale (Anderson et al. 2003).
The Anderson Classification scheme consists of nine main groups of either land use or
land cover categories (Appendix A). Within these groups there are four levels, with Level 1
being the most general to Level IV, the most specific. As you will notice in Appendix A, only
Levels I and IT are listed. Levels HI and IV are usually project dependent and thus are
commonly created to reflect that particular project within the Anderson Level II categories. A
multilevel system was devised because different degrees of detail can be obtained from different
aerial and space images, depending on the sensor system and image resolution (Lillesand, Keifer
and Chipman 2004). Within these nine main groups there are major subheadings (Level II) for
each category. Anderson designed the system so that a more detailed LULC study could be
incorporated, both upward and downward, and across scales (Land Use and Land Cover Study
Group 2003). The general connection between the level of categorization and the source of the
data is not intended to limit the user to a certain scale, either in the original data source from
which the LULC information is amassed or in the final map product (Anderson et al. 2003).
Anderson designed his system in levels, and with each sublevel the classification became
more specific requiring an image with greater resolution. The nine Level I groups were
generally designed to be classified according to satellite imagery, such as Landsat. At times
Level II categories and occasionally Level JJI categories may be interpreted from Landsat data as
well. Presently, though, the more common and accurate method to classify Level IT categories is
obtained from high altitude photographs (Anderson et al. 2003). Level IT may be most
appropriate for statewide and regional LULC mapping. The Level UT and Level IV land use and
land cover data can also be obtained from aerial photography. Since the Level II categories are
typically created by combining similar Level HI groups, the Level IT categorization is considered
the fulcrum of the classification system (Anderson et al. 2003).
There are currently several projects being completed by an assortment of agencies and
groups nationally and worldwide that use this system. The Multi-Resolution Land
Characteristics (MRLC) project is one of these programs (USEPA 2003b). Several federal
agencies have joined together to create LULC maps of the entire U.S. based on satellite imagery.
The 1992 and 2001 MRLC projects utilize the Anderson system classification system for the
various databases of LULC analyses created thus far. To measure the accuracy of the LULC
classifications, error matrices were created and thus far have shown the results to be accurate at
both the Anderson Level I and Level II classifications (USEPA 2003b).
Natural Heritage Classification
The NY Natural Heritage Program (NHP) is a partnership between the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) and The Nature Conservancy (TNC).
This program has compiled the most comprehensive database on New York's distinctive
biodiversity in order to deliver the highest quality information for natural resource planning,
protection, and management (NYSDEC 2003a). This database was created by experts in their
respective fields of ecology and resulted from their analyses based on field inventories and image
interpretations.
In 1990, NHP published "Ecological Communities of New York State". The
classification system took into account both natural (land cover) and human-influenced land uses
(communities) (NYSDEC 2003b). It quickly became the principal source for classification of
natural communities in New York as well as a primary reference for natural community
classifications in the northeastern United States and southeastern Canada (NYSDEC 2003b).
Locally, the watersheds of several Finger Lakes, such as Canadice, Honeoye, Hemlock and
Canandaigua, as well as state-owned lands (e.g., parks, wildlife management areas, etc.) have
been mapped utilizing this classification system (Gilman 2003). The NHP is continually
updating the classification scheme as the ecologists complete field research thereby ensuring that
it remains up to date and as comprehensive as possible.
An important consideration in the development of this classification system was the
desire to be able to distinguish communities at a scale that is appropriate for statewide inventory
work, yet compatible with community classifications developed by other programs in the eastern
U.S. (Edinger et al. 2002). It was an attempt to establish a set of discrete categories into which
units of the intergrading landscape mosaic can be sorted and organized (Reschke 1990). The
classification system is organized by systems, with each system composed of two to five
subsystems (Appendix B). There are seven systems: marine, estuarine, riverine, lacustrine,
palustrine, terrestrial and subterranean and within each system there are several subsystems
including cultural, which accounts for the land use classes of that respective system. As shown
in Appendix B, the specific community types are located within their appropriate subsystems
(e.g., shrub swamp is found in the open mineral soil wetland subsystem of the palustrine system).
This classification has some similarities and some differences when compared to the
Anderson classification, however, there are two differences in particular that clearly distinguish
it from the Anderson. Species diversity and the relative age of the ecological community being
studied can be significant factors when characterizing land cover within a study. The NHC takes
into account these parts of the land cover classification but the Anderson does not. For example,
consider how a Successional Red Cedar Woodland would be classified by each system.
Anderson Level II would classify it as "mixed forest", but the NHC system would label it as
exactly that, -"Successional Red Cedar Woodland". Critical areas may also be identified based
upon both land cover type classification and other associated ecological data (Orr 1997).
Mapping ecological communities with a classification system that has the ability ofbeing species
specific can certainly be a more exact and therefore a more accurate classification system. It is
important to note, however, that some analyses may not require this amount of specificity, thus
either the Anderson classification or the NHC would be sufficient. A project modeling human
land use change over time will not necessarily require the depth of information needed as
compared to a project evaluating the loss of a species of tree in a particular area.
Land Use, Land Cover, Remote Sensing, and GIS Technologies
Classification analyses have been greatly impacted by the advances in both remote
sensing and GIS technologies. Historically, attempts to classify large-scale distributions of land
use and land cover have been limited by data availability. The data on the actual land use and
land cover consisted ofmany observation points using distinct methods that were collected over
long time period (Dobson, Ulaby and Pierce 1995). In the past decade, however, both the quality
and quantity of remotely sensed data, and the availability of data for GIS technologies, have
increased considerably. From the federal level through local organizations, the availability of
digital data has become widely available for people to use. In addition to satellite and aerial
image data, methodologies for accurate and reliable ground control and ancillary reference data
have been established for LULC classifications (Land Use and Land Cover Study Group 2003).
Developing Land Use Land Cover (LULC) Databases
Historic approaches to LULC characterizations involved a much slower process
consisting ofMylar overlays and analyzing aerial photographs via stereoscopes. Before
high-
powered computers became widely available, thematic maps on plastic Mylar sheets were laid on
top of each other, which revealed more information about an area than was possible with any
single paper map (USACOE 2003). However, in addition to the time-consuming process of
using Mylar overlays, this method suffered from the inability to offer any effective or timely
analysis of alternatives to resolve conflicts (USACOE 2003). The databases of information
were also not directly linked to a map nor was it possible to make spatial queries (USACOE
2003).
Typically, the land use and/or land cover were identified on air photos while in the field
and recorded on maps. After extensive road reconnaissance and/or ground-truthing, the work
began in the office. Mylar overlays were placed on one photo of a stereo pair so type lines could
be traced over the photo, not on it (Kenai Peninsula Mapping Initiative 2003). Using a mirror
stereoscope, which creates a 3-dimensional image to the viewer, areas were defined on one photo
of the stereo pair. Once all the attributes on a photo were delineated, the lines and polygons were
digitized using a software package for analysis (Kenai PeninsulaMapping Initiative 2003).
It was not until Jack and Laura Dangermond founded Environmental Systems Research
Institute (ESRI) in 1969 and with the launching of the first Earth Resource Technology Satellite
(later renamed Landsat) by NASA in 1972, that the traditional methods began to be replaced by
more advanced digital mapping procedures (Library of Congress 2003). Since then, ESRI has
become one of the premier remote sensing and GIS software producers in the world. The
Landsat project as well, has grown to be a very significant program for the retrieval of satellite
imagery around the globe. Since the original Landsat satellite was put into orbit in 1972, several
other satellites have been released, most notably Landsat 5 and 7. The Landsat 5 satellite was
launched in 1984 and was equipped with the Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM) sensor (USGS
2003c). In April of 1999, Landsat 7 was launched with an updated version of the Landsat 5's
sensor, the Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus sensor (ETM+) (Bouvet et al. 2002, USGS 2003c).
Both satellites have become key sources of imagery needed for LULC analyses in the United
States as well as the rest of the world.
Today, high-resolution scanned images, along with satellite and airborne imaging
systems, are among the technologies that enable LULC data development. The cost for
acquiring this data has lessened and the accuracy has readily improved due to better spectral and
spatial resolution. More organizations and agencies now depend on these technologies as their
primary source for LULC analyses (Land Use and Land Cover Study Group 2003). In addition
to satellite imagery such as Landsat, other data sources are used for LULC analyses. Aerial
photographs and either scanned or created data maps and images with projected systems are
continually used for data manipulation, overlaying data layers and
comparative purposes.
Examples include, digital orthophoto quarter quadrangles (DOQQ's), digital federal wetland
(National Wetland Inventory) maps and scanned USGS quadrangles. Information derived from
field checks called
"ground-truthing"
are also used to help enhance the interpretation and
classification of the land surface features (USGS 2003c). These developing digital technologies
and ground-truthing methodologies greatly enhance people's ability to quickly and accurately
characterize land use and land cover analyses (Land Use and Land Cover StudyGroup 2003).
Current Land Use Land Cover Initiatives
TheMRLC project previously described is composed of six federal agencies, each having
their own environmental monitoring programs. These agencies have formed a partnership with
the Earth Resources Observation System (EROS) Data Center, a data management, systems
development, and research field center for the USGS. This relationship has facilitated the
development of comprehensive land characteristics information for the U.S. (USEPA 2003a). In
addition to the USGS, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has been
actively involved by contributing information it has completed from the Environmental Mapping
and Assessment Program (EMAP) towards theMRLC project. The goal ofEMAP, which began
in 1992, is to expand the scientific comprehension for interpreting environmental monitoring
data across spatial and temporal scales. This knowledge will be use to evaluate ecological
conditions and enable predictions of the future risks to the sustainability of our natural resources
(USEPA 2003a). The United States Forest Service (USFS), National Park Service (NPS) and
several other prominent federal agencies have also been involved with this project. The group
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originally joined together in 1992 to purchase Landsat imagery for the nation and to develop a
land cover dataset (USEPA 2003b). Since then a second consortium has formed to create a new
Landsat image and land cover database for the nation calledMRLC 2001 (USEPA 2003b). This
project was made possible and continues to succeed due to technological advances and the
reliability of accurate data taken by the Landsat satellites.
Another program currently on-going which utilizes satellite imagery is The Global
Learning and Observations to Benefit the Environment (GLOBE) project. Organizations ranging
from universities and high schools to government agencies around the world have been actively
contributing data to this project to establish LULC maps. It is estimated that only 33 percent of
the earth's surface has been accurately mapped (GLOBE 2003). The GLOBE program is one of
the responses to this dilemma. This intensive effort of global data collection has never been
attempted before and could, therefore, be a catalyst for future LULC mapping projects
throughout the world (GLOBE 2003). Although GLOBE does not utilize the Anderson or NHP
systems of classification, but rather a Modified UNESCO Classification (MUC) approach, the
project has been highly successful due to the availability and accuracy of today's imagery and
advancement in technologies.
Geographic Information Systems
Utilizing remote sensing and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technologies, LULC
analyses can be completed quickly and accurately. GIS is a useful tool for integrating
information and displaying the spatial pattern of data. These technologies have advanced
significantly in the past decade due to faster computers with larger hard-drives, user-friendly
software and drastic improvements in satellite and airborne imagery. This has allowed
individuals, groups and agencies to manipulate the technology for their own particular needs. A
11
GIS is a computer database and graphics system, which can perform spatial queries with
geographically referenced data (USGCRP 2003). "Geographically referenced
data"
implies that
the layer has been referenced geographically via software or user manipulation so that the new
layer is spatially compatible with other existing layers. For example, the Landsat imagery would
be useless and impossible to match correctly with the Canandaigua LULC map if it was not
correctly geo-referenced to the spatial scale the of LULC map. On a broader scale, data layers
are also given a projection system, which relates the layer or image to the actual place on earth
being represented. Map projections are attempts to portray the 3-dimensional surface of the
earth or a portion of the earth on a 2-dimensional flat surface. In order to clip, join or overlay
data layers, they must have compatible projection systems. There are a number of map
projections and datums used, such as geographic (latitude and longitude), Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) coordinates and State Plane. Each of these are useful when incorporating data
with particular scales or are from different regions of the world.
GIS has become an important tool for developing information for policy, land use
planning and ecosystem management and decision-making. GIS databases are invaluable in that
the imagery alone is not typically sufficient for characterizing the landscape. The error analysis
interpreted via matrices during the accuracy assessment is essential to establish the usability of a
LULC map or the database (Land Use and Land Cover Study Group 2003). Current remote
sensing and GIS applications continually require better quality data relating to land cover, land
unit and habitat mapping, thereby allowing the monitoring of change within ecosystems
(McClean 1994). The need for a landscape or regional ecology approach is apparent when
trying to understand problems such as the causes and effects of forest fragmentation. GIS is an
important aspect of LULC mapping that already has and will continue to be increasingly
12
significant as more data types are integrated and analyzed in immediate geographic space (Land
Use and Land Cover Study Group 2003).
Evolution of LULC Classification
As imaging technology improves, so does the ability to produce more accurate LULC
classification schemes. "For example, the Anderson classification was created at a time when
60-meter, 5-band Landsat multi-spectral imagery was the best publicly available satellite
imagery. Today, 4-meter, color-infrared multi-spectral imagery is widely available and an
imaging sensor can obtain hundreds of spectral
bands"
(Land Use and Land Cover Study Group
2003). Remote sensing methods in LULC studies are becoming increasingly important for the
collection of images of a large area. In addition, much of the imagery needed for typical
research, such as estimating the extent of change in land use or land cover of an area, can be
acquired rapidly at no or low cost (Yue et al. 2002).
In order for a project to take into account large spatial or temporal scales as well as to
manipulate the data, the information, technology and a standardized methodology must be
available (Dobson, Ulaby and Pierce 1995). Much of the data and technology has now become
available, however, an accepted type of classification or legend used to describe land cover and
land use has not. Many of the existing classifications are generally not comparable with one
another, and are very often single project oriented. Though many classification systems exist
throughout the world, there is no single internationally accepted land cover or land use
classification system (Latham 2003, Land Use and Land Cover Study Group 2003). Establishing
a globally accepted classification system would allow for greater cooperation between groups
completing LULC analyses and other scientific research and minimize time needed to
compare/translate between different systems. Once the land cover classification is obtained, it
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can be used as input into a variety of ecological models, and land cover maps
can be constructed
to aid in planning field-sampling strategy. The land cover types can also be linked to different
land use categories to investigate temporal and spatial changes in the study area.
An example of a project using remote sensing and GIS technologies to create a LULC
map is seen in the task being completed by the Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council. This
project consisted of delineating each land use and land cover found within the watershed and
then giving them appropriate land use or land cover attributes. The remotely sensed imagery
used included aerial images, which were combined with a state of the art software system called
Pictometry (Pennacchia and Napieralski 2003). This imagery provided excellent resolution of
the study area at orthogonal and oblique angles so that the user had multiple views for an
accurate delineation. These images were then mosaicked together to form a digital image of the
Towns of Gorham, Canandaigua, Bristol and Naples. The rest of the watershed was digitized
with natural color and panchromatic DOQQs from 2002. The DOQQ images are digital aerial
photographs with a defined projection system previously described (NYS State Plane NAD 83
U.S. survey feet) with either one or two foot resolution.
Once the images were mosaicked together, a shapefile was created using ArcGIS
software. This file consisted of user-drawn polygons that surrounded distinct ecological
communities (e.g., coniferous plantations, cropland, pasture) as well as distinct man-made
structures (e.g., mowed lawns, residential or commercial structures). After extensive field work
and ground-truthing the polygons were then attributed with their appropriate NHC subsystem
name in ArcGIS. For this project an attribute was defined as a land use or land cover community
code based on the NHC system. The entire LULC map contained over 7,000 polygons of the
various land uses and land covers found within the watershed.
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It is important to establish a minimum mapping unit (MMU) during LULC projects as
this number or scale will allow a uniform mapping of the actual
features on the surface of the
land. A MMU is the smallest land use or land cover polygon that will be digitized in the LULC
map. Prior to digitizing the polygons, the user or project manager must decide on this unit so
that only the land uses and land covers this size and larger are mapped. MMU's will depend on
several parameters: the resolution of the imagery being used may allow only certain sized land
uses and land covers to be accurately interpreted, the general scope of the project in terms of a
broad versus specific analysis, the ground-truthing system being incorporated and other
variables. The Canandaigua Lake Watershed Project used a MMU of 600 ft2, which is the size
of a small farm pond. Because of the nature of the NHC system, however, polygons were
digitized based on their ecological unit, which is independent of size. Therefore, not all 600 ft
objects were digitized. Many similar sized features are not mapped if they are contained within a
larger ecological unit (e.g., vernal pools within a forest) or if they are linear in nature (e.g.,
hedgerows and stream channels).
Detailed aerial imagery was used for this project rather than satellite data from Landsat.
Due to the demand of specificity required by the NHC system the resolution ofLandsat imagery
may not be sufficient to map ecological communities to the level the NHC could require. Thus,
the NHC system may not be applicable to be used with satellite imagery. The Anderson system,
which stresses a more "land
use"
approach, may be more suitable for this purpose. The imagery
needed for projects like this one, can depend on several variables such as the type of LULC
system being used, the scope of the project (specific vs. broad), spatial and temporal
considerations (watershed vs. continental), financial constraints and the amount of time given for
the project to be completed.
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The CanandaiguaWatershed Analysis
Table 1 compares and contrasts the Anderson and the Natural Heritage Classification
schemes illustrating distinct similarities and important differences. Unlike the Anderson System
Table 1. Natural Heritage vs. Anderson Classification Systems. This table compares and
contrasts the NHC and Anderson System characteristics compared to Landsat characteristics.
Note that the Anderson System has used Landsat imagery for decades on various projects.
Natural Heritage System Anderson System
Pro -Takes into account important ecological
parameters such as species specificity and
relative age of the system being analyzed
-Used by groups and agencies throughout
Northeastern U.S. and Canada for LULC
analyses (NYSDEC 2003a)
-Can be used with aerial photography and
high resolution satellite imagery for
LULC mapping
-Used on a nation-wide basis by federal,
state and local agencies for over 20 years
-Developed 16 years prior to NHP
-Currently being used by theMRLC for
LULC classifications for the entire U.S.
-Can be readily used with *Landsat imagery
for Level I and II LULC classifications
(USGS 2003a)
Con -System may be too specific for
large-
scale LULC mapping analyses
-Although found in all 50 states, this
system is not nationally recognized like
the Anderson system (NYSDEC 2003a)
-May be project dependent: stresses land
cover categories more than human
dominated (land use) categories
-Popular satellite imagery, such as
Landsatmay not have the resolution
needed to map some land use and land
covers effectively
-May not classify land cover according to
specific species or relative age of
ecosystem: may not be suitable for in-depth
ecological analyses
-May be project dependent: systemmay
favor land use categories over land cover
categories
-Level II classification derived from Landsat
datamay be too general for specific LULC
projects
-Levels HI and IV typically require aerial
photography or high-resolution imagery to
be mapped accurately (Anderson et al. 2003)
*Landsat imagery typically used for LULC analyses because of its vast coverage, relatively
cheap cost and quick access to imagery.
which, looks only at the land use and land cover characteristics, the NHC takes into account age
and species diversity during the classification process. The accuracy of classification systems
can be influenced by the type of imagery used, thus the applicability of each of these systems to
Landsat imagery at the watershed level must be considered as well. The types of analyses or
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projects these systems are used for is also a factor that can play a significant roll in the overall
accuracy (e.g., ecological monitoring and human land use change).
While the process of digitizing from aerial photography and field mapping is producing
an accurate LULC map of the Canandaigua Watershed, it is very time consuming and resource
intensive. It was proposed to test whether the current mapping process could be accelerated
using Landsat imagery, which would impact future updates made by the CLWC. If the Natural
Heritage and Anderson Classification Schemes are applied to an image taken by the Landsat 7
satellite, which system is more precise based on error matrices and statistics generated in GIS
software, while using the LULC map generated of the Canandaigua Watershed as the
"truth"
image? Based on the ability of the NHC system to account for ecological communities and
Landsat 's ability to pick up spectral signatures from different land cover types, I hypothesized
that the NHC system would be a more accurate approach in classifying the Landsat imagery due
to the specificity exhibited by this system and not the Anderson
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Methods andMaterials:
There are two general types of classification techniques: unsupervised and supervised.
Through the classification techniques, individual pixels or groups of pixels with similar spectral
responses to incoming radiation are categorized within the imagery (Arora 2002). These pixels
or groups represent different land covers or surfaces. The actual values associated with each
pixel are analyzed mathematically using computer driven algorithms found within software
programs such as ArcGIS, Idrisi and ENVI (Environment for Visualizing Images) (Arora 2002).
These algorithms attempt to determine the distinctiveness of classes and then cluster similar
pixels and groups ofpixels into classes based on their spectral response (Short 2003).
The unsupervised classification method clusters the pixel vectors that are similar into a
number of groups, thereby condensing the information contained in the data set (Niang et al.
2003). By comparing the percentage of solar reflectance as a function ofwavelength, which is
typically referred to as the pixel's spectral signature, the signature of each pixel is assigned to an
appropriate cluster (Arora 2002, CFS 2003, Keuchel et al. 2003). The main advantage of this
type of classification is that knowledge of the land use or land cover contained within the
landscape is not needed beforehand as the computer determines the cluster identification via the
chosen algorithm (Short 2003). Supervised classifications, on the other hand, require that
clusters being classified in the image be known beforehand (Eastman 1999a, Arora 2002,
Keuchel et al. 2002). This is done through the use ofpredetermined training sites. In either case,
previous knowledge of the area being analyzed is required to some degree (Short 2003). Many
classification analyses use a hybrid approach, combining strengths of each methqd.
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Unsupervised Classifications
The main advantage of unsupervised over supervised is that unsupervised classifications
do not require knowledge of the classes prior to analysis (Appendix C). However, this advantage
can be a drawback if proper ground-truthing and field assessment are not
completed before the
clusters are officially labeled (Eastman 1999b). In addition, the spectral patterns grouped
together may not necessarily correspond to directly meaningful characteristics of the landscape,
such as a contiguous land use or land cover (Lillesand, Keifer and Chipman 2004). For example,
moisture differences due to aspect may appear as unique clusters, but are not necessarily unique
land covers. Neither of these situations should pose a problem for this project, as members of
the CLWC recently attributed the truth image located within the Canandaigua Lake Watershed
via an extensive ground-truthing and field assessment. The truth image in an unsupervised
classification is used to assign clusters to specific land use and land cover types. Unsupervised
classifications are also typically more computer-work related than supervised classifications
mainly because the user has to specify parameters that the computer will use as guidelines to find
statistical patterns in the data (Short 2003).
Unsupervised Classification Process
For this project the following steps will be used to conduct the unsupervised
classification. Individual bands ofLandsat imagery will be viewed and interpreted for problems
such as haze and cloud cover; a principal components analysis (PCA) will be run, a composite
image (multi-band) will be constructed, cluster analysis will be run, a crosstabulation analysis
will be completed, the clusters will be reclassified using crosstabulation results and lastly,




The Landsat satellite completes a flight path approximately every 99 minutes allowing
the spacecraft to achieve over 14 orbits per day and coverage of the entire earth every 16 days
(USGS 2003c). This 16-day cycle is an important feature of the satellite as it common to retrieve
Landsat imagery that may have cloud cover or a
"hazy"
image due to reflection on the earth's
surface. Since images of the same setting on earth are taken every 16 days, researchers have the
ability to use multiple images taken by the satellite in the same relative time period if the initial
image(s) are faulty. The Landsat 7 imagery used for this project will be viewed and evaluated
for these problems to ensure the CanandaiguaWatershed is in a clean part of the image.
Principal Components Analysis
The images taken by Landsat 7 have eight bands of spectral information. Of these bands
of information, it is common to find a significant amount of correlation between one or more of
these different bands (Eastman 1999a). A simple procedure can be done to look at these
correlations and remove the bands that provide limited new information, but keep adequate
characterization of earth surface reflectances (Eastman 1999a, Lillesand, Keifer and Chipman
2004). "PCA can be used to transform a set of image bands such that the new bands (called
components) are uncorrelated with one another and are ordered in terms of the amount of image
variation they can
explain"
(Eastman 1999a). Once PCA is run (see Table 2 below), a table is
produced which expresses the set number of components and the value for each for the bands
entered. Looking at component one in Table 2, there is a 0.998 (99.8 percent) image variation
within band five. Components two and three also reveal that bands one and four (in bold) have
an extremely high amount of variation. Thus bands one, four and five would be used to create
the composite image needed for the next steps in this methodology.
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Table 2. Example of a PCA Table. The bold and italicized numbers in components (columns)
one, two and three represent the bands (rows), which contain the greatest amount of spatial
variation from the processed bands.
Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 Component 4 Component 5
Bandl 0.004289 0.158070 0.806737 -0.556886 0.118351
Band 2 -0.018805 0.430425 0.639962 0.274032 -0.574960
Band 3 -0.015214 0.363883 0.608570 0.559827 0.429509
Band 4 -0.064909 0.988210 -0.129861 -0.042964 0.013701
Band 5 0.998883 0.047109 -0.003571 0.000339 -0.000054
Composite Image and Cluster Analysis
Uncovering what bands are significant, in terms of image variation, is a critical step in
LULC analyses, as some classifiers may only allow a limited number of bands to be used.
Knowing what bands reveal the greatest amount of information will assist in creating a
composite image for this research. A composite image allows the user to look at the reflectance
information from multiple bands in a single image (Eastman 1999a). By utilizing PCA, the
bands which carry the most information about the full band set will be identified so that they
may be entered into a
"cluster"
analysis (Eastman 1999a, Reese et al. 2002). There are several
additional unsupervised classification algorithms that can be used for these analyses, but for the
focus of this study, a fine cluster analysis will be performed using Idrisi software.
The fine cluster algorithm that will be used in this research belongs to a group called
"hard"
classifiers. Unlike soft classifiers, which indicate the degree ofmembership of each pixel
to each possible class, such as Fuzzy C-Means, hard classifiers allow the pixels to belong to one
and only one class (Arora 2002, Zhu et al. 2001, Lillesand, Keifer and Chipman 2004).
Choosing what type of classifier is an important step to consider in these analyses as soft
classifiers may output an entirely different looking image than hard classifiers due to the fact that
the pixels are assigned differently. In addition, hard classifiers will produce a single classified
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land cover map, while soft classifiers will produce a set of images for each land cover class
(Eastman 1999b). The degree to which each pixel belongs to a land cover can then be seen from
these images. In addition, the Cluster analysis utilizes a histogram peak selection method that




generalization (Eastman 1999a). Figure 1
below represents a cross-sectional illustration of this concept. Both the broad and fine
generalization levels use different rules to evaluate the histogram for peaks and dips, which will
ultimately become "clusters". A fine generalization approach typically produces more of these



































(Copyright: JM. Eastman - Idrisi 32 Tutorial 1999a)
Fig. 1. Broad and Fine Generalization Approaches For a Cluster Analysis This histogram
expresses how a fine or broad cluster analysis divides the reflectance curve to create clusters.
The fine cluster analysis divides the curve at the valleys and shoulders, while the broad approach
divides the clusters only at the valleys (Eastman 1999a).
Crosstabulation Analysis
Once the clusters have been produced, a module in Idrisi called
"Crosstab"
can be used to
produce a new image. Crosstab will produce an output image in which each unique combination
of input values has a unique output value. Thus, the Landsat clustered image will be compared
to the NHC
"truth"




their unique values for each land use and land cover attributed. The result is a map which
overlays the patterns of each image with each area having a different color. In addition, Crosstab
will produce a table showing the frequencies with which classes have remained the
same or have
changed which can then be taken into consideration during the next step (Eastman 1999b). A
Kappa coefficient, which is commonly called "KHAT", may also be used to measure the
association of categories of classes as well. This statistic gives the user an idea to what extent




agreement (Lillesand, Keifer and Chipman 2004).
Reclassification ofClusters Using Crosstabulation
The determination of the LULC corresponding to the clusters in the new image produced
by the Crosstab module, will be determined by use of the CanandaiguaWatershed
"truth"
image.
Once completed, a module called
"Reclass"
in Idrisi can be used to group and reassign the
clusters to their appropriate land use or land cover category. Reclass provides the user with a
general approach to reclassify or assign new values to the data classes or clusters in the image
(Eastman 1999b). This will create a new image of the mapped area with the various land use or
land cover as well as the numeric values of the categories. This procedure will have to be
repeated several times to merge certain clusters or "pull
out"
incorrectly clustered classes for
each classification system. The Canandaigua Watershed database (real truth image classified
using NHC) will also need to be reclassified into an Anderson database for this process. Isoclust
(Iterative Self-Organizing Cluster Analysis), which is another histogram-based classifier, may be
utilized as well. This will depend on how well the Reclass module classifies and distinguishes
among land uses and covers within the designated points of interest located within the watershed
(Eastman 1999b).
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Error Statistics and Accuracy Assessment
The accuracy assessment will be one of the most
important steps in the analysis.
Historically, the ability to produce digital LULC classifications far exceeded
the ability to
meaningfully quantify their accuracy (Lillesand, Keifer and Chipman 2004).
Through the
advancement of software and the improvement of the methodologies, accuracy assessments have
become easier to complete (Reese et al. 2002). Within the Idrisi software there are options to
conduct accuracy assessments of the classifications of each land use and
land cover. Crosstab
tabulates the relationship between the true land use and land cover classes (truth image) and the
classes as mapped (Eastman 1999b). In addition, it produces the errors of omission and
commission, which are common means of expressing classification accuracy (Lillesand, Keifer
and Chipman 2004, USEPA 2003b).
These errors are typically summarized in error matrices, which are also commonly called
confusion matrices or contingency tables (Table 3). The columns in these tables represent the
known land use and land cover types and are ordered according to the numeric value assigned to
that particular land use or cover. The numbers in the rows represent the actual pixels placed into
each land use and land cover category by the classifier (Lillesand, Keifer and Chipman 2004).
This is expressed in Table 3 below. The
"O"
row at the bottom of the table represents the errors
of omission. For example, this could represent the pixels that should have been classified as
"water", but were omitted from that category. The
"C"
column on the table represents the errors





category. These errors can help distinguish the reasons for a low accuracy
within in a specific land use or land cover category.
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Table 3. Sample Error Matrix/Contingency Table. An example of a typical error matrix used to
measure the accuracy of a classification taken from the EPA's NLCD project. Note the errors of
omission (o) and commission (c), which are used to analyze how well the LULC or classes have
been classified.
1992 National Land Cover Data: Region 2 Level I
Class 10 20 30 40 80 90 Total c SE n
10 3.768 0.057 0.114 0.057 0.057 0.066 8.490 0.02 0.02 84
20 0.009 4.681 0.131 0.444 1.219 0.035 8.436 0.13 0.03 183
30 0.009 0.037 1.987 1.376 1.072 0.009 0.983 0.65 0.12 125
40 0.265 1.873 5.530 40.339 7.596 1:747 55.149 0.16 0.02 592
80 0.081 1.689 1.110 2.795 17.762 0.389 22.994 0.21 0.03 292
90 0.144 0.093 0.159 1.859 0.168 1.277 3.946 0.58 0.07 83
Total 8.814 10.674 1.282 51.216 24.831 3.183 100.000
O 0.06 0.31 0.73 0.1 0.26 0.47
SE 0.02 0.04 0.10 0.01 0.03 0.08
n 91 216 89 566 307 90 1359
(Copyright: USEPA 1992 NLCD Accuracy, Available al htip://www.epa.gov/iwk/regun/reg2_tal.pdfi
In addition to the errors of omission and commission listed in the matrices, the overall
accuracy, user's accuracy and producer's accuracy can be analyzed to ensure all of the classified
categories reached a pre-defined level of accuracy (Lillesand, Keifer and Chipman 2004, Reese
et al. 2002). Producer's accuracies are calculated by dividing the number of correctly classified
pixels in each LULC category by the total number of pixels in that column. This number
indicates how well the pixels of that cover type were classified (Lillesand, Keifer and Chipman
2004). User's accuracies are completed the same way except for dividing the number of
correctly classified pixels in each category by the total number ofpixels in that row, not column.
This calculation measures the likelihood that a classified pixel in a given LULC category
actually denotes the same category on the ground (Lillesand, Keifer and Chipman 2004). The
overall accuracy can then be calculated as well by dividing the total number of correctly
classified pixels by the total number ofpixels. It is important to note that there will generally be
land use or land cover categories that have a higher accuracy (e.g., water) than others such as
mixed deciduous/coniferous forest due to varied spectral reflectances (Reese et al. 2002).
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The error matrices for the Anderson and the NHC system will produce the tangible
results that will be used to determine which system works best with the Landsat imagery.
However, in order to answer the hypothesis, other questions will have to be considered and
answered during this research. One of these questions is whether or not the NHC listed in
Appendix B is compatible to that of an Anderson Level II listed in Appendix A. Another
question that will need to be considered is whether or not the NHC requires more detail than can
be measured spectrally in Landsat imagery due to its resolution being only 30 meters (USGS
2003c). Land covers such as vernal pools are often very small and the NHC may be too detailed
for Landsat resolution to map these correctly as such.
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Results
The unsupervised classification approach produced virtually identical images for the
NHC and Anderson Classifications (Figures 2 and 3). The cluster image produced 38 distinct
groups, which were reassigned to NHC or Anderson values. Both images produced the dominant
land uses and land covers, such as cropland and forest, within the basin (five LULC forNHC, six
LULC for Anderson). Smaller, less dominant ecological communities and land uses were
absorbed into these larger classes both in the Anderson and NHC systems. This is partly due to
the resolution of the Landsat imagery, as each pixel represents 900
m2
on the ground, as well as a
somewhat
"generalized"
approach used in the classification of the truth image.
The supervised classification yielded very similar results to the unsupervised
classification (Figures 4 and 5). Both the NHC and Anderson images were again remarkably
alike visually (both systems identified eight LULC) and statistically, based on the crosstab
analyses. The only major difference between the supervised images was that the clusters
representing pastureland were reassigned to cropland rather than shrubland in the Anderson
definition. This produced a slightly more general classification than distinguished by the NHC.
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Fig. 2. Unsupervised Classification of Cluster Analysis by NHC System. The image produced
from the fine cluster analysis using the NHC system. The cluster image was overlayed on the












Fig. 3. Unsupervised Classification of Cluster Analysis by Anderson System. The image
produced from the fine cluster analysis using the Anderson system. The cluster image was
overlayed on the LULC truth image to reclassify the clusters into the appropriate LULC they













Fig. 4. Supervised Classification of Cluster Analysis by NHC System. The image produced
from the fine cluster analysis using the NHC system. The polygon numbers provided by the
CLWC were used as the "training
sites"























Fig. 5. Supervised Classification ofCluster Analysis by Anderson System. The image produced
from the fine cluster analysis using the Anderson system. The polygon numbers provided by the
CLWC were used as the "training
sites"
to reclassify the cluster image. The LULC were then
transformed into Anderson values.
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Unsupervised Classification
One of the initial steps completed prior to classifying the cluster image was the creation
of a table that classified the NHC system into unique Anderson Level II values (Tables 4 and 5).
This proved to be complicated due to several NHC classes, especially the mixed ones, having the
potential to belong to more than one Anderson class. The specificity of the NHC and the
generalized approach of the Anderson system appear to be the main reason for the difficulty of
assigning the classes. For example, the NHC classes rural structure exterior (RSE) and
successional old field (SOF) could be placed into several classes of the Anderson system
(herbaceous rangeland, shrub and brush rangeland or mixed rangeland). Consultation with
members of the CLWC and reference to each system's classification definitions enabled
particularNHC classes to be reassigned into the most appropriate Anderson values.
There were 26 single and 14 mixed land use and land cover classes identified during the
digitizing of the NHC database and, therefore, were included in the attributing of the watershed
(Figure 6). These mixed classes were a result of transitional communities identified during
ground truthing. For example, an area with successional old field (SOF) and successional
shrubland (SS) resulted in the formation ofSOF/SS in the truth image. The numeric NHC values
in Tables 4 and 5 below correspond to ArcGIS assigned unique identifiers for the various types
ofLULC polygons when the layer was rasterized (transformed from a vector to raster layer).
The bands used for this project were taken by Landsat on August 15, 2003 (Row 30, Path
16). An unrectified composite image was georeferenced using control points obtained from
USGS digital raster graphic quadrangles in ArcView GIS. Once accurate points were found
throughout the watershed between the two images, a link file was created. The link file was then
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Table 4. NHC Unique Values Classified into Anderson Values. This table was created to
transform the unique classes of the NHC system into Anderson values. This was needed to
accurately classify the NHC clustered image into Anderson values. Note that throughout the
table, several NHC classes were merged into a single Anderson classes (e.g., Deciduous Forests
41). The numeric NHC values correspond to ArcGIS assigned unique identifiers for the various
types ofLULC polygons.
Anderson Level I Anderson Level II Natural Heritage
1 Urban or Built-up
Land
11 Residential 03 Mowed lawn/Residential (ml/r)
12 Commercial and Services 07 Urban structure exterior (use)
13 Industrial 07 Urban structure exterior (use)
14 Transportation, Communications, and
Utilities
1 5 Industrial and Commercial Complexes 07 Urban structure exterior (use)
16 Mixed Urban or Built-up Land
1 7 Other Urban or Built-up Land 3 1 Landfill/dump/junkyard (j)
2 Agricultural Land 2 1 Cropland and Pasture 02 Cropland, row crops and field crops
21 Cropland and Pasture 1 1 Pastureland (pa)
22 Orchards, Groves, Vineyards, Nurseries,
Ornamental and Horticultural Areas 37, 16 Orchard (o), Flower/Herb Garden/Nursery (n)
24 OtherAgricultural Land 24 Rural structure exterior (rse)
3 Rangeland 3 1 Herbaceous Rangeland 11,4 Pastureland (pa), Successional old field (sof)
32 Shrub and Brush Rangeland 17 Successional shrubland (ss)
33 Mixed Rangeland 17 Successional shrubland (ss)
4 Forest Land 4 1 Deciduous Forest Land Shale talus slope woodland (stsw)
4 1 Deciduous Forest Land 56 Appalachian oak-hickory forest (aoh)
4 1 Deciduous Forest Land 48 Beech-maple mesic forest (bmm)
41 Deciduous Forest Land 15 Successional northern hardwoods (snh)
42 Evergreen Forest Land 19 Conifer plantation (p)
43 Mixed Forest Land 47 Hemlock-northern hardwood forest (hnh)
43 Mixed Forest Land 40 Successional red cedar woodland (srcw)
5 Water 52 Lakes 67 Summer-stratifiedmonomictic lake (ssml)
52 Lakes 13 Farm Pond (w)
52 Lakes 13 Eutrophic Pond (w)
52 Lakes 13 Quarry Pond (w)
6 Wetland 61 Forested Wetland 23 Shrub swamp (ssw)
61 Forested Wetland 05 Floodplain forest (fpf)
61 Forested Wetland 06 Silver maple-ash swamp (smas)
61 Forested Wetland Reverted drainedmuckland (m)
62 Nonforested Wetland 09 Deep emergent marsh (dem)
62 NonforestedWetland 10 Shallow emergent marsh (sem)
7 Barren Land 71 Dry Salt Flats.
72 Beaches
73 Sandy Areas other than Beaches 58 Calcareous cliff community (ccc)
74 Bare Exposed Rock 34 Sand and gravel mine (g)
75 Strip Mines Quarries, and Gravel Pits
76 Transitional Areas
77 Mixed Barren Land
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Table 5. NHC Unique Mixed Values Classified into Anderson Values. This table was created to
transform the mixed classes of the NHC system into Anderson values. This was needed to
accurately classify the NHC clustered image into Anderson values. Note that throughout the
table, several NHC classes were merged into a single Anderson classes (e.g., Forested Wetlands
61). The numeric NHC values correspond to ArcGIS assigned unique identifiers for the various
types of LULC polygons. Successional was abbreviated as
"Succ"
in the Natural Heritage
classes to minimize space in the table.
Anderson Level I Anderson Level II Natural Heritage
1 Urban or Built-up
Land
1 1 Residential




1 5 Industrial and Commercial
Complexes
16 Mixed Urban or Built-up Land
1 7 Other Urban or Built-up Land
2 Agricultural Land 21 Cropland and Pasture
22 Orchards, Vineyards, Nurseries,
Ornamental and Horticultural Areas
24 Other Agricultural Land
3 Rangeland 3 1 Herbaceous Rangeland 42 Succ. old field/Pine plantation (sof7p)
3 1 Herbaceous Rangeland 01 Succ. old field/Succ. Shrubland (sof/ss)
32 Shrub and Brush Rangeland 36 Succ. northern hardwoods/Succ. Shrubland (snh/ss)
33 Mixed Rangeland 65 Succ. shrubland/Succ. old field (ss/sof)
33 Mixed Rangeland 12 Succ. shrubland/Succ. northern hardwoods (ss/snh)
4 Forest Land 41 Deciduous Forest Land
42 Evergreen Forest Land
43 Mixed Forest Land 59 Succ. red cedar woodland/Pine plantation (srcw/p)
43 Mixed Forest Land 41 Succ. red cedarwoodland/Succ. north.hardwoods (srcw/snh)
5 Water 52 Lakes
6 Wetland 61 Forested Wetland 57 Deep emergent marsh/Floodplain forest (dem/fpf)
61 Forested Wetland 30 Shrub swamp/Floodplain forest (ssw/fpf)
6 1 Forested Wetland 25 Shrub swamp/Silvermaple ash swamp (ssw/smas)
61 Forested Wetland 38 Deep emergent marsh/Shrub swamp (dem/ssw)
6 1 Forested Wetland 45 Shallow emergent marsh/Silver maple ash swamp (sem/smas)
6 1 Forested Wetland 49 Silvermaple ash swamp/Succ. northern hardwoods (smas/snh)
62 NonforestedWetland 08 Succ. shrubland/Shallow emergent marsh (ss/sem)
7 Barren Land 71 Dry Salt Flats.
72 Beaches
73 SandyAreas other than Beaches
74 Bare Exposed Rock
75 StripMines Quarries, and Gravel
Pits
76 Transitional Areas
77 Mixed Barren Land
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Canandaigua Lake Watershed
Natural Heritage Classes a
(as of 1-1-2004)
2.5 5











were unavailable as of
01-01-2004.
10 Kilometers
Fig. 6. NHC LULC (Truth Image) of Canandaigua Lake Watershed (1-01-04). An image
representing the LULC found within the Canandaigua Lake Watershed, as attributed by the
CLWC. At the time of the research, only the northern portion of the watershed was attributed
and available for use in this classification process. Note the large number ofmixed classes in the
legend.
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used to automatically georeference the individual Landsat bands into a UTM projection with
NAD27 UTM Zone 18. The overall image accuracy was 12.4 meters (less than half a pixel). A
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was then run to reveal which bands had the most
significant amount of spectral variation (Table 6). Bands 1, 3 and 5 were identified as being the
most significant bands in components one through three, which explained 97.66 percent of the
variation, and these bands were then used to create a composite image for the cluster analysis.
The composite image was then clipped to the Canandaigua Lake Watershed, so that only
the land inside the watershed boundary was clustered. The composite image was used with
Idrisi's fine cluster algorithm, which divides the clusters at the valleys and shoulders of the
reflectance curve, resulting in clustered image of the entire watershed with 38 significant groups
(Figure 7). The option to remove insignificant clusters (less than one percent of the total land
area) was applied to ensure clusters met a minimum number of pixels. Even so, two clusters
were generated that contained only a single pixel.
It is important to note that the acquired Landsat imagery has visible gaps or stripes due to
the data not being scanned correctly (Figure 8). In May of 2003, there was an instrument
malfunction that resulted in the failure of the Scan Line Corrector (SLC) aboard the satellite
(USGS 2004). Unfortunately the problem appears to be permanent, but Landsat is still capable
of acquiring functional data. The central portions of scenes obtained since then are generally
streak free. In addition, the USGS is currently using a histogram matching technique to produce
"adjusted"
images that do not have the data gaps present (USGS 2004). This project was
fortunate in that the majority of the Canandaigua Lake Basin was located in the central part of
the scene and thus the data gaps did not have a significant impact on this study.
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Table 6. Principal Components Analysis of Landsat Bands. This table represents the PCA
analysis from the Landsat bands use in this study. The bold numbers in the
"Loading"
section
highlight bands one, three and five as having the greatest amount of spatial variation within the
component. These bands substitute for the components in the composite analysis. The first three
components contain 97.66 percent of the spectral variation as shown by the bold numbers in the
"Component"
section.



































































































































































winband5 0.941690 0.171756 -0.273429 -0.077720 -0.049153 -0.000223
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Fig. 7. Fine Cluster Analysis ofComposite Image ofCanandaigua Lake Watershed. The image
produced by Idrisi's fine cluster algorithm. The reflectance curve was divided at the valleys and
shoulders, as illustrated in Figure 1. Note the amount of variation picked up within the basin as
represented by the 38 clusters.
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Fig. 8. Landsat 7 Composite Image (Bands 1, 3 and 5) of Canandaigua Lake Watershed. The
composite image produced using bands one, three and five from the PCA analysis. Notice the
prevalent striping in the western portion of
the image, located mostly outside the watershed
boundary. This is a result of a permanent scanning malfunction aboard the Landsat satellite.
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There were, however, eight clusters associated with this striping from the northwest
section of the watershed. Based on the crosstabulation analysis, these were classified as
"noise"
in the final classification process, along with a cluster that was
determined to be picking up
localized cloud cover. In addition, four clusters contained only a few pixels and were omitted
from the classification process. This resulted in 25 viable clusters from the original 38, and
although this does not signify that there are 25 separate land use or land cover classes, this
represents a significant amount ofvariation in the Canandaigua Lake Watershed. Using the truth
image as a guide, the remaining clusters were put into a spreadsheet with three columns, with
each column representing how well a particular land use and land cover correlated with the
clusters (Tables 7 and 8). By overlaying the truth image on top of the clustered image (Figure 6),
the degree to which the clusters matched the polygons could be readily seen. By analyzing the
clusters and visually inspecting which land uses and land covers they fell into, the LULC were
entered into the spreadsheet with the
"identified"
column denoting an exact match or high





column showing other LULC associated with the particular cluster.
Some of the clusters matched extremely well with the delineation of polygons on the
truth image (e.g., deciduous and evergreen forestland). The clustering, however, failed to
differentiate the signal from forested wetlands and forested uplands. There were also land uses
such as cropland and rural structure exterior that had multiple reflectance values coming off the
land, resulting in a mixture of clusters from these land uses and land covers. Once the clusters
had an assigned land use or land cover, the module
"reclass"
was used in Idrisi to assign new
values to the clusters (Eastman 1999a). An analysis of the
"identified"
column indicates that
only five NHC classes (Table 7) and six Anderson classes (Table 8) were distinguished.
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Table 7. Identified LULC from unsupervised reclassification using the NHC system. The table







column signifies a LULC class represented in
the reclassed image. The
"secondary"
column represents LULC with substantial numbers of
pixels associated with a cluster (but not a majority), indicating spectral similarity. The
"tertiary"
column expresses other LULC associated with the dominant, assigned LULC identified in one or
more clusters, but generallywith only a few pixels.
LULC ID Hectares Description identified Secondary Tertiary
0 14479.80 Background NA NA NA
1 266.62 SOF/SS N N N
2 6575.79 C Y Y N
3 1948.69 ML/R Y Y Y
4 1506.68 SOF N Y Y
5 48.24 FPF N N N
6 577.13 SMAS N Y Y
7 283.63 USE Y Y Y
8 0.81 SS/SEM N N N
9 32.49 DEM N N ,\
10 24.62 SEM N N N
11 347.80 PA N N N
12 125.62 SS/SNH N N N
13 59.19 W (ponds) N N N
14 101.00 RSE N N N
15 3033,00 SNH Y Y Y
16 10,32 N N N \
17 369.79 SS IN N N
19 218.47 P N Y N
23 26.79 SSW N N IN
25 14.03 SSW/SMAS N N N
26 71.41 OR N N N
30 12.85 SSW/FPF N N N
31 1.36 J N N N
34 14,21 G N N N
36 2.62 SNH/SS N N N
37 5.88 0 N N N
38 3.53 DEM/SSW N N N
39 1.45 SS/P N N N
40 10.86 SRCW N N N
41 17.65 SRCW/SNH N N N
42 5.52 SOF/P N N N
44 0.27 STP N N N
45 3.17 SEM/SMAS N N N
46 0.63 EP N N N
47 66.25 HNH N N N
48 17.29 BMM N N N
49 99.10 SMAS/SNH N N N
50 3.44 SROW N N N
51 4.98 SS/G N N N
55 17.38 V N N N
56 17.29 AOH N N IN
57 3.98 DEM/FPF N N N
58 0.91 ccc N N N
59 2.17 SRCW/P N N N
65 6.88 SS/SOF N N N
67 2618.05 W (lake) Y Y Y
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Table 8. Identified LULC From Unsupervised Reclassification Using the Anderson System.







column signifies a LULC class
represented in the reclassed image. The
"secondary"
column represents LULC with substantial
numbers of pixels associated with a cluster (but not a majority), indicating spectral similarity.
The
"tertiary"
column expresses other LULC associated with the dominant, assigned LULC
identified in one or more clusters, but generally with only a few pixels.
LULC ID Hectares Descriptions Identified Secondary Tertiary
0 14479.80 Background NA NA NA
11 1948.69 Residential Y Y Y
12 283.63 Commercial Y Y Y
17 1.36 Other Urban N N N
21 6940.97 Cropland/Pasture Y Y Y
22 101.81 Orchards N N N
24 101.00 Other Agric. N N N
31 1778.82 Herb. Range N Y Y
32 502.65 Shrub. Range N N N
41 3070.19 Decid. Forest Y Y Y
42 218.47 Evergreen Forest N Y Y
43 100.37 Mixed Forest N N N
52 2678.14 Water Y Y Y
61 778.14 Forested Wet. N Y Y
62 67.79 Non-Forested Wet. N N N
74 0.91 Bare Exposed Rock N N N
99 173.76 Unknown N N N
Using Tables 4 and 5, the reclassified NHC clustered image was transformed into an
Anderson classification. The unique values present in Table 4 and the mixed classes in Table 5
correspond to certain classes. These were used to accurately place classes from the NHC system
into the Anderson system (Table 7). For example, "successional northern
hardwood"
(value =
15) would be grouped into the Anderson class "deciduous forest
land"
(value = 41). Once the
classification was in terms of the Anderson system, the same process was completed to produce
the NHC image. A spreadsheet was once again used to group the LULC to the corresponding
clusters. Once this process was completed for all the clusters, the reclass module was run again
to classify the dominant LULC and output an Anderson reclassified cluster image (Table 8).
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The crosstabulation or crosstab analyses were completed for each cluster of both
classified images. These analyses output a tabular list for each land use or land cover value
assigned to it and the cell count found within each class. This facilitates the process of
determining the agreement between the cluster and the land use or land cover it was assigned to
by analyzing the cell count of each. For instance, if the majority of the cell count (column) is
found in the land use or land cover class (row) that it was assigned to, then that particular cluster
has been classified correctly (Tables 9 and 10). If there are multiple classes that have substantial
cell counts within a LULC definition, than that represents a confusion or disagreement between
the spectral reflectance and the delineated land use or land cover polygon (Tables 9 and 10). The
complete listing of each cluster and the relative pixel counts that correspond to a NHC or
Anderson class are summarized in Appendices D and E.
The majority of the crosstab analyses resulted in the classes showing disagreement
between the cluster and its given land use or land cover. This is not unexpected, however, as the
Landsat imagery may not have the resolution to differentiate between the spectral signatures of
human delineations of specific land use and land covers, such as pasture or successional old-
field. As expected, the water spectral reflectance grouped well into two clusters and produced an
interesting visual display by splitting the lake into two separate colors. This was perhaps due to
two types of surface roughness on the lake (calm and wavy) at the time the satellite took the
image.
Supervised Classification
After completing the unsupervised classification step and having produced similar images
from both classification systems, a supervised approach was proposed. This was completed to
compare the results with the unsupervised classification to see if this methodology distinguished
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Table 9. Crosstab Analyses For Each Cluster in NHC Classified Image. This table summarizes
all of the crosstab analyses for each cluster using the NHC system. A
cluster showing only one
major cell count, such as cluster nine, implies the cluster matches or is in agreement with,
that
particular LULC. A cluster showing multiple significant cell counts,
such as cluster eight,
expresses disagreement within the cluster between the listed LULC in the columns. The second
column shows the assigned LULC variable.
Cluster NHC Class #1 Cell Count NHC Class #2 Cell Count NHC Class #3 Cell Count
1 15 (SNH) 4392 6 (SMAS) 281
2 2 (Crop) 21322 3 (ML/R) 6449 4 (SOF) 5153
3 15 (SNH) 15965 2 (Crop) 3508 6 (SMAS) 3308
4 2 (Crop) 9590 15 (SNH) 4805 4 (SOF) 3725
5 15 (SNH) 2952 19 (P) 764 6 (SMAS) 499
6 2 (Crop) 6588 4 (SOF) 1563 15 (SNH) 844
7 2 (Crop) 10389 4 (SOF) 2268 3 (ML/R) 1999
8 3 (ML/R) 3649 2 (Crop) 3364 4 (SOF) 784
9 0 (Water) 9681
10 15 (SNH) 152 19 (P) 46 0 (Water) 32
11 2 (Crop) 590 15 (SNH) 190
12 2 (Crop) 4350 3 (ML/R) 1039
13 0 (Water) 17414
14 2 (Crop) 2665 4 (SOF) 400 3 (ML/R) 291
15 2 (Crop) 3035 4 (SOF) 151
16 2 (Crop) 951 3 (ML/R) 883 7 (USE) 217
17 2 (Crop)
r
1411 3 (ML/R) 367 7 (USE) 262
18 2 (Crop) 1860 4 (SOF) 280
19 3 (ML/R) 1701 7 (USE) 326
20 3 (ML/R) 820 7 (USE) 793
21 2 (Crop) 1296
22 7 (USE) 281 2 (Crop) 219 3 (ML/R) 191
23 2 (Crop) 160 15 (SNH) 125 4 (SOF) 86
24 2 (Crop) 180 3 (ML/R) 59 4 (SOF) 56
25 0 (Water) 664 3 (ML/R) 92
26 2 (Crop) 56 3 (ML/R) 22
27 7 (USE) 127 3 (ML/R) 35
28 0 (Water) 359
29 7 (USE) 55 3 (ML/R) 55 0 (Water) 29
30 3 (ML/R) 18 2 (Crop) 13
31 2 (Crop) 30
32 3 (ML/R) 8 2 (Crop) 4 4 (SOF) 3
33 0 (Water) 4 2 (Crop) 2 3 (ML/R) 2
34 2 (Crop) | 3 3 (ML/R) 3
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Table 10. Crosstab Analyses For Each Cluster in Anderson Classified Image. This table
summarizes all of the crosstab analyses for each cluster using the Anderson
system. A cluster
showing only one major cell count, such as cluster nine, implies the cluster
matches or is in
agreement with, that particular LULC. A cluster showing multiple significant cell counts,
such
as cluster eight, expresses disagreement within the cluster between the listed LULC in the
columns. The second column shows the assigned LULC variable.
Cluster AND Class #1 Cell Count AND Class #2 Cell Count AND Class #3 Cell Count
1 41 (Decid. Forest) 4429 61 (ForestedWet.) 523
2 21 (Crop/Pasture) 22284 1 1 (Residential) 6449 31 (Herb. Rangeland) 6035
3 41 (Decid. Forest) 16121 61 (ForestedWet.) 4383 21 (Crop/Pasture) 3625
r 4 21 (Crop/Pasture) 9953 41 (Decid. Forest) 4861 31 (Herb. Rangeland) 4827
5 41 (Decid. Forest) 3036 42 (Conif. Forest) 764 61 (ForestedWet.) 603
6 21 (Crop/Pasture) 7147 31 (Herb. Rangeland) 1716 41 (Decid. Forest) 854
7 21 (Crop/Pasture) 11266 31 (Herb. Rangeland) 2403 1 1 (Residential) 1999
8 21 (Crop/Pasture) 3742 1 1 (Residential) 3649 31 (Herb. Rangeland) 854
9 52 (Water) 9824
10 41 (Decid. Forest) 156 52 (Water) 51 42 (Conif. Forest) 46
11 21 (Crop/Pasture) 596 41 (Decid. Forest) 190
12 21 (Crop/Pasture) 4520 1 1 (Residential) 1039 31 (Herb. Rangeland) 551
13 52 (Water) 17467
14 21 (Crop/Pasture) 2863 31 (Herb. Rangeland) 405 1 1 (Residential) 291
15 21 (Crop/Pasture) 3100 31 (Herb. Rangeland) 156
16 21 (Crop/Pasture) 1016 1 1 (Residential) 883 12 (Commercial) 217
17 21 (Crop/Pasture) 1456 1 1 (Residential) 367 12 (Commercial) 262
18 21 (Crop/Pasture) 1977 31 (Herb. Rangeland) 288
19 1 1 (Residential) 1701 12 (Commercial) 326 21 (Crop/Pasture) 241
20 1 1 (Residential) 820 12 (Commercial) 793 21 (Crop/Pasture) 202
21 21 (Crop/Pasture) 1304
22 12 (Commercial) 281 21 (Crop/Pasture) 221 1 1 (Residential) 191
23 21 (Crop/Pasture) 174 41 (Decid. Forest) 125 31 (Herb. Rangeland) 107
24 21 (Crop/Pasture) 199 3 1 (Herb. Rangeland) 64 1 1 (Residential) 59
25 52 (Water) 666 1 1 (Residential) 92
26 21 (Crop/Pasture) 64 1 1 (Residential) 20 52 (Water)
27 12 (Commercial) 127 1 1 (Residential) 35 52 (Water) 32
28 52 (Water) 362
29 1 1 (Residential) 55 12 (Commercial) 55 52 (Water) 32
30 1 1 (Residential) 18 21 (Crop/Pasture) 13
31 21 (Crop/Pasture) 30
32 1 1 (Residential) 8 21 (Crop/Pasture) 6
33 52 (Water) 4 1 1 (Residential) 2 21 (Crop/Pasture) 2
34 21 (Crop/Pasture) 4 1 1 (Residential) 3
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a difference between the accuracy of either classification system. The
CLWC provided numbers
of polygons, which were examples of representative and homogenous land uses and land covers
found in the watershed. These polygons were used to provide a basis of what those land uses
and land clusters represent spectrally via the cluster image overlayed on the
truth shape file.
This process was again completed in ArcView GIS software.
Each polygon number provided was looked at and the dominant cluster and secondary
clusters seen within the digitized polygon were recorded in a spreadsheet. The process was very
similar to that of the unsupervised approach, however, the reclassification process was based on
the representative polygons only. As was the case in the unsupervised classification, there was a
large percentage of confusion between the labeled polygons and the grouped clusters. Even with
the knowledge ofwhat land use or land cover was on the ground surface at a certain point in the
clustered image, there was rarely a dominant color found within a digitized polygon and was
particular to only that land use or land cover. There is too much confusion coming from similar
LULC and instead of being able to differentiate pastureland from successional old field, for
example, they became grouped with the larger classes (Figures 4 and 5)
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Discussion and Conclusions
Overall, both types of classifications produced similar results in the supervised and
unsupervised approaches. The NHC system did not differentiate itself from the Anderson system
as each one picked up the same general classes. Comparing the two approaches, the supervised
approach classified the cluster analysis slightly different than the unsupervised,
as a few more
LULC were pulled out by each system. In general, it appears that Landsat imagery has the
resolution to only pick up the dominant vegetation types and not the smaller individual
ecological communities. There are, however, other steps that could be completed to test this
statement that are discussed in future research.
As previously stated, the fine cluster analysis produced 38 clusters, 25 of which were
viable clusters. Although this does not signify that there are 25 separate land use or land cover
classes, this represents a significant amount of variation in the Canandaigua Lake Watershed.
Neither classification process with either system could distinguish more than eight dominant
classes within the watershed. From these results it is apparent that bands from Landsat can be
effectively classified with the NHC system only on a broad scale. The Anderson system, which
has been used with Landsat imagery for decades, has already established itself as a useful LULC
classifier.
The cluster analysis confused land uses and land covers that had similar characteristics.
For example, pastureland, successional old field, rural structure exterior and mowed
lawn/residential all contain either mowed lawn or uncut grass. Trying to differentiate classes
that are spectrally similar using satellite imagery is an intensive process that involves more steps
then reclassifying a cluster analysis.
Neither system produced a classified image of more than
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the five or eight dominant LULC. In terms of area, the smaller less extensive LULC were
absorbed into these dominant classes.
Tables 1 1 and 12 express which LULC were captured and their associated area measured
in hectares. Both systems captured the dominant classes as shown by the primary column in the
two tables. The secondary and tertiary columns represent LULC that were also represented by
that cluster number but did not dominate, in terms of pixels per polygon, to the extent the
primary classes did. For both systems in the unsupervised approach, evergreen forestlands or
pine plantations, forested wetlands and successional old field or herbaceous rangeland were
distinguished but not to the extent that deciduous forestland or cropland was. These were,
however, pulled out in the supervised approach by the NHC and Anderson systems. For the
NHC classifications, the unsupervised accounted for 77% of the documented land cover area,
while the supervised accounted for 89% of the documented land cover area. For the Anderson
classifications, the unsupervised accounted for 79% of the documented land cover area, while the
supervised accounted for 94% of the documented land cover area. Note that these percentages
refer to the most general scale and fail to take into account much of the ecological variability.
Again, the missing land areas are generally the smaller ecological communities that were
absorbed into the larger land cover categories, impacting the error of commission for the major
land covers.
My hypothesis was based on the premise that Landsat imagery would have the ability to
differentiate between the ecological land covers found in the watershed. These ecological
systems are "brought
out"
by the specificity of the NHC system and not the Anderson, thus one
would assume the NHC to be a better system for identification of land covers. Pictometry has a
resolution ofone foot alongwith multiple viewing angles. Landsat on the other hand, uses
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Table 11. Identified and Unidentified LULC From NHC System Sorted by Area. This table





= No). As shown in the table, the most prevalent LULC
within the basin (81% of the total area) were identified in the reclassification process.
LULC ID Hectares Description Identified Secondary Tertiary
0 14479.80 Background NA NA NA
2 6575.79 C Y Y N
15 3033.00 SNH Y Y Y
67 2618,05 W (lake) Y Y Y
3 1948.69 ML/R Y Y Y
4 1506.68 SOF N Y Y
6 577.13 SMAS N Y Y
17 369.79 SS N N N
11 347.80 PA N N N
7 283.63 USE V Y Y
1 266.62 SOF/SS N N IN
19 218.47 P N Y N
12 125,62 SS/SNH N N N
14 101.00 RSE N N N
49 99.10 SMAS/SNH N N N
26 71.41 OR N N N
47 66.25 HNH N N N
13 59.19 W (ponds) N N N
5 48.24 FPF N N N
9 32.49 DEM N N N
23 26.79 SSW N N N
10 24.62 SEM N N N
41 17.65 SRCW/SNH IN N \
55 17.38 V N N \
48 17.29 BMM N N N
56 17.29 AOH N N N
34 14.21 G N N N
25 14.03 SSW/SMAS N N N
30 12.85 SSW/FPF N N N
40 10.86 SRCW N IN N
16 10.32 N N N IN
65 6.88 SS/SOF N N N
37 5.88 0 N N N
42 5.52 SOF/P N N IN
51 4.98 SS/G N N N
57 3.98 DEM/FPF N N N
38 3.53 DEM/SSW N N N
50 3.44 SROW N N N
45 3.17 SEM/SMAS N N N
36 2.62 SNH/SS N N N
59 2.17 SRCW/P N N N
39 1.45 SS/P N N N
31 1.36 J N N N
58 0.91 ccc N N N
8 0.81 SS/SEM N N N
46 0.63 EP N N N
44 0.27 STP N N N
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Table 12. Identified and Unidentified LULC From Anderson System Sorted by Area. This table
represents the identified LULC during the reclassification process with the Anderson system




= No). As shown in the table, the most prevalent
LULC within the basin (81% of the total area) were identified in the reclassification process.
LULC ID Hectares Descriptions Identified Secondary Tertiary
0 14479.80 Background NA NA NA
21 6940.97 Cropland/Pasture Y Y Y
41 3070.19 Decid. Forest Y Y Y
52 2678.14 Water Y Y Y
11 1948.69 Residential Y Y Y
31 1778.82 Herb. Range N Y Y
61 778.14 Forested Wet. N Y Y
32 502.65 Shrub. Range N N N
12 283.63 Commercial Y Y Y
42 218.47 Evergreen Forest N Y Y
99 173.76 Unknown N N N
22 101.81 Orchards N N N
24 101.00 Other Agric. N N N
43 100.37 Mixed Forest N N N
62 67.79 Non-Forested Wet. N N N
17 1.36 Other Urban N N N
74 0.91 Bare Exposed Rock N N N
multispectral bands with a resolution of approximately 100 feet (30 meters). These two remote
sensing techniques certainly differ in their approach and thus may not have the ability to do
similar analyses.
For the CLWC, the results express that Landsat imagery could possibly be used for broad
scale updates to their LULC maps of the basin in the future. As shown, the NHC system can
classify the dominant LULC found within the
basin. The downfall, however, is that much of the
ecological diversity, which is the emphasis of this system, are not differentiated from the larger
and more extensive LULC. To update or replicate the current LULC map to the same level of
specificity it currently is, the CLWC may have to look into obtaining greater resolution satellite
imagery or repeat their current methodology of digitizing from pictometry imagery followed by
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ground-truthing. As described later in this section, conducting the same process in early Spring
or Fall could produce different results than what were produced from August imagery.
Tables 7 and 8 list the identified LULC and how well it corresponds to the cluster
number. Almost two/thirds of the LULC listed in the primary column consist of cropland or
cropland and pasture. This was clearly the most dominant land use identified in the watershed
by both systems. Unfortunately training sites in the southern portion of the watershed were not
available to be used in the supervised classification. The town ofGorham, Canandaigua and the
northern part of Bristol were the only towns that had attribution at the time of these
classifications and thus were the only polygons used in the supervised classifications. The
northern part of the basin consists ofmostly farmland, but the southern portion is mainly forest
and contains a lot of the ecological diversity omitted by these classification systems. Although it
does not seem apparent from either classification approach or system that Landsat bands would
pick up the smaller systems, this could potentially change with the attribution of the southern
part of the watershed. Other Landsat bands may gain importance in explaining the increased
variability of the entire watershed.
The crosstab analyses listed in Tables 9 and 10 represent error matrices for the NHC and
Anderson systems from the unsupervised classifications. Although the tables are not in the
common conventional format ordinarily seen, the errors of omission and commission can be
interpreted from these two charts. Looking at cluster one from the NHC analyses, there are 4392
cell counts in the successional northern hardwood (SNH) for the first NHC class and 281 cell
counts for silver-maple ash swamp (SMAS) in the second NHC class. This suggests that 281
cell counts were committed in error in the cluster one analysis. Looking at cluster four, there are
4805 cell counts omitted from the SNH land cover, as the table shows it to be in the second NHC
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class and not the primary class which were used in the reclassification
process. The table of
Anderson values has almost identical cell counts in the same LULC for each cluster as the NHC
table. For both systems, the only clusters that were classified without any
confusion were 9, 13,
28, which were all water and 21 and 31, which were both cropland. Other clusters expressed a
split between two LULC, as the cell counts were very similar. This was exhibited by clusters 8,
16, 20 and 29. As previously mentioned, the complete listing of each cluster and the relative
pixel counts that correspond to a NHC or Anderson class are summarized in Appendices D and
E.
Future Research
This research was completed with Landsat imagery taken during August of 2003 An
interesting next step would be to repeat this process with Landsat imagery taken in early Spring
and later in the Fall. This may possibly produce a slightly different result as the scanner might
pick up standing water in marshes and swamps or other spectral reflectances. This could be used
to look at whether or not this methodology produces different results based on temporal
variations ofLandsat imagery. Certainly the spectral reflectance is going to be different in April
than August due to leaf cover, soil moisture and ground cover on agricultural fields. Classifying
the bands with either system via unsupervised or supervised classification has the potential to
pull out forested wetlands from the lack of leaf cover as well as an increased amount ofmoisture
in the soil. Another possibility would be that the wetland systems would come out well,
however, the deciduous forestland would show confusion spectrally (multiple clusters) as the
reflectance would be coming from the ground and not the leaves. This may not prove to
produce any different results than
what has already been completed as the resolution of the
Landsat scanner may need to be greater to effectively map LULC with the NHC system. It
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would be an interesting process, however, to compare the results from August using both the
NHC and Anderson systems.
During the classification process it was noted that some of the clusters were significantly
different than the outlined digitized polygons in the same area. Based on the extensive ground-
truthing system and high-resolution pictometry imagery, the idea of continual error in the
creation of the polygons is unlikely. Rather, the scanner is picking up a spectral signature that
was not distinguished in the truth image or individual ecological communities may be giving off
multiple signatures. For example, successional shrubland still may have pockets of successional
old field within the community, which could account for some spectral confusion. Creating a
LULC map based on a classification process that utilizes the clusters as actual separate land uses
and land covers, rather than by human delineation could be completed. Incorporating satellite
imagery with a greater resolution is also an option, such as the four-meter resolution offered by
the IKONOS satellite (IKONOS 2004).
This watershed has diverse terrain, so a terrain analysis could also be blended into the
classification analyses. A terrain analysis would include adding physical features as variables
(e.g., National Wetland Inventory (NWI), NYSDEC wetland maps, soil type, elevation, slope,
landform concavity, aspect) into the Landsat cluster analyses as additional "bands". As the
unsupervised and supervised approaches expressed, the clusters typically did not match with the
polygon delineations from the truth image. This approach would be another way to assist the
user in identifying or differentiating between different land cover types that were not readily
apparent in the original classification process. As a first cut, overlaying these layers on top of
the clustered image and the truth images, in an area where there is a discrepancy between a
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cluster(s) and the polygon delineation, could provide additional insight to why there is confusion
(e.g., vernal pools in a deciduous forest).
The Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) databases are becoming more available, so
watershed studies covering multiple counties can get digital versions of traditional soil surveys
and data tables. This database could provide information on slopes, erodability, soil texture, and
drainage. Elevation data can be obtained from USGS digital elevation models (DEMs), which
can in turn be used to generate aspect, slope, curvature, and other terrain and surface layers.
USGS Digital line graphs (DLGs), which represent linear features on the earth's surface, such as
roads and hydrography (streams), have also become widely available to be used as GIS layers.
Wetland databases can be used to help refine the clusters be providing additional training sites,
depending on the age of the databases.
Certainly, this process has the potential to help distinguish Successional Northern
Hardwoods (SNH) from Silver Maple Ash Swamp (SMAS) and other forested wetlands, but it
could also help the user in classifying other land covers in the reclassification process.
Commonly, land covers or ecosystems occur in distinct geographic locations, such as a Hemlock
Northern Hardwoods (HNH), which could occur on slopes of ravines or on moist, well-drained
sites adjacent to swamps. The additional GIS layers could provide the basis for inferring these
specific ecological communities stressed by the NHC system that the clustered image may be
expressing based on these other layers. This approach could be especially beneficial for areas
where ground-truthing is not easily done or restricted (e.g., steep slopes or private property) to
assist with the correct labeling of the polygon on the LULC map. These options might explain
some of the error seen in the supervised and unsupervised classifications that could allow the
user to correct for a better classification.
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Appendix A: Anderson's LULC Classification System
Levels I and II ofAnderson's 1976 LULC Classification System
Level I Level H
1 Urban or Built-up Land 1 1 Residential
12 Commercial and Services
13 Industrial
14 Transportation, Communications, and Utilities
15 Industrial and Commercial Complexes
16 Mixed Urban or Built-up Land
17 Other Urban or Built-up Land
2 Agricultural Land 21 Cropland and Pasture
22 Orchards, Groves, Vineyards, Nurseries, Ornamental Horticultural Areas
23 Confined Feeding Operations
24 OtherAgricultural Land
3 Rangeland 3 1 Herbaceous Rangeland
32 Shrub and Brush Rangeland
33 Mixed Rangeland
4 Forest Land 41 Deciduous Forest Land
42 Evergreen Forest Land
43 Mixed Forest Land
5 Water 5 1 Streams and Canals
52 Lakes
53 Reservoirs
54 Bays and Estuaries
6 Wetland 61 ForestedWetland
62 NonforestedWetland
7 Barren Land 71 Dry Salt Flats.
72 Beaches
73 SandyAreas other than Beaches
74 Bare Exposed Rock
75 Strip Mines Quarries, and Gravel Pits
76 Transitional Areas
77Mixed Barren Land
8 Tundra 8 1 Shrub and Brush Tundra
82 Herbaceous Tundra
83 Bare Ground Tundra
84 Wet Tundra
85 Mixed Tundra
9 Perennial Snow or Ice 91 Perennial Snowfields
| 92 Glaciers
(Copyright: Land Use and Land Cover (LULC) StudyGroup 2003)
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Appendix B
Community Cover Types - CanandaiguaWatershed
Polygon Features
LACUSTRINE SYSTEMS
Natural lakes and ponds






Open Mineral Soil Wetlands
Deep emergent marsh (dem)










Successional old field (sof)
Successional shrubland (ss)
Barrens andWoodlands
Shale talus slope woodland (stsw)
Successional red cedar woodland (srcw)
Forested Uplands
Appalachian oak-hickory forest (aoh)
Beech-maple mesic forest (bm)
Hemlock-northern hardwood forest (hnh)
Successional northern hardwoods (snh)
Terrestrial Cultural






Sand and gravel mine (g)
Landfill/dump/junkyard (j)
Urban structure exterior (use)
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Appendix C: Supervised vs. Unsupervised Classification
sap






pre-defined classes unknown classes
1
serious classification errors detectable no classification errors
i
defined classes may not match natural
| classes
natural classes may notmatch desired classes
classes based on information categories classes based on spectral properties
| selected training datamay be inadequate derived clusters may be unidentifiable
| a priori class training is time-consuming
| and tedious
a posteriori cluster identification is time-consuming
and tedious
i
\ only pre-defined classes will be found unexpected categories may be revealed
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